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I. Reading Comprehension (10 Marks) 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

Restaurants are interesting places to go. People go there to have food and drinks. They 
also meet their friends at restaurants to have fun. A good restaurant should be clean and quite. 
The food should be fresh and delicious. Some people go to the restaurants by the sea to enjoy 
nice views. Some others like to have their meals after shopping. So, they eat at the restaurants 
inside the shopping centres. Eating in a restaurant is fun but we should choose healthy meals. 

A ) Choose the best answer from a , b ,c and d (4x1V2= 6) 

1- People go to the restaurants to ..................... 
a) go shopping 
	

b) eat food 
c) be clean 
	

d) go to the sea 

2- There are many restaurants inside the shopping 
a) friends 	 b) centres 
c) views 	 d) drinks 

3- People go to restaurants near the sea to ...........the nice views. 
a) meet 
	

b) eat 
c) be 
	

d) enjoy 

4- The underlined word" they" in line 1 refers to ............. 
a) people 
	

b) restaurants 
c) places 
	

d) meals 

B ) Answer the following questions: (2X2= 4) 

5- What should we choose at the restaurant ? 
We should choose healthy meals. 

6- Why do people meet their friends at the restaurants? 

People meet their friends at restaurants to have fun. 
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II. Language form & meaning (6 Marks) 

A)Vocabularv (3M) 

Choose the right answer from a,b,c and d: (3x1 =3) 

7- We should not use a ..............when driving a car. 
a) car brake 	 b) mobile phone 
c) car light 	 d) paraffin lamp 

8- I lost my pen. Can I .............yours? 
a) borrow 	 b) point 
c) sail 	 d) blow 

4.hJ 

9- There are many ...........temples in Lebanon. 
a) dangerous 	 b) sure 
c) ancient 	 d) easy 

B) Grammar (3M) 

Choose the right answer from a,bc and d:(3x1=3) 

10- My sister likes history ...........she does not like Maths,. 
a) but 	 b) and 
C) so 	 d) or 

11- The weather is cloudy. It might.............. 
a) rains 	 b) rained 
c) rain 	 d) raining 

12- Have you ever .............Dubai? 
a) visits 	 b) visit 
C) visiting 	 d) visited 
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Writing (14 Marks) 
II 

(A) Write a short paragraph of 5 sentences on (A scientist) with the help of guide 
words and picture (lOmarks) 

Exposition of ideas, 
paragraphing & 
number of sentences 

Spelling 
Grammar 

Handwriting 
Punctuation 

Total 

7Y2 l'/2 1 10 

(like - Science I be - Scientist I study - university I read - books I invent - useful ) 

( B ) Fill in the missing letters in each word: (4 x 1 =4 ) 

13) takeoff 
	

14) compass 	15) scar! 	 16) shelf 


